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Abstract
This work investigates the sequential hypothesis testing problem with online sensor selection and
sensor usage constraints. That is, in a sensor network, the fusion center sequentially acquires samples by
selecting one “most informative” sensor at each time until a reliable decision can be made. In particular,
the sensor selection is carried out in the online fashion since it depends on all the previous samples
at each time. Our goal is to develop the sequential test (i.e., stopping rule and decision function) and
sensor selection strategy that minimize the expected sample size subject to the constraints on the error
probabilities and sensor usages. To this end, we first recast the usage-constrained formulation into a
Bayesian optimal stopping problem with different sampling costs for the usage-contrained sensors. The
Bayesian problem is then studied under both finite- and infinite-horizon setups, based on which, the
optimal solution to the original usage-constrained problem can be readily established. Moreover, by
capitalizing on the structures of the optimal solution, a lower bound is obtained for the optimal expected
sample size. In addition, we also propose algorithms to approximately evaluate the parameters in the
optimal sequential test so that the sensor usage and error probability constraints are satisfied. Finally,
numerical experiments are provided to illustrate the theoretical findings, and compare with the existing
methods.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the sequential hypothesis test has been widely applied in many applications because it
generally requires smaller sample size on average compared to its fixed-sample-size counterpart. Notably,
[1] proved that the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) yields the minimum expected sample size
under both null and alternative hypotheses given the error probabilities. Since this pioneering work,
a rich body of studies on the sequential test have emerged under different circumstances [2]. One of
the most important applications of sequential test is found in sensor networks [3–7]. In this work, we
consider the sequential hypothesis test when sensor access at the fusion center is restricted, and efficient
sensor scheduling/selection is of interest. That is, the sensor network with different types of sensors (i.e.,
heterogenous sensors) and a fusion center aims to test between two hypotheses; however, only one of
the available sensors can take samples and communicate with the fusion center at each sampling instant.
Such a setup often arises when the fusion center possessses limited processing capability/resources, or
the sensors contradict/exclude one another. For instance, the echo-based sensors like sonar sensors can
interfere with each other [8]. In practice, the heterogenous sensors could also refer to multiple information
resources, and the processing unit (i.e., fusion center) can only analyze one at a time. This model well
describes, for example, the human decision process. As such, in order to reach a quick and reliable
decision, strategically selecting the “most informative” sensor, which often depends on the parameter
values or the true hypothesis that is unknown, has become the pivotal problem.
In the context of fixed-sample-size statistical inference, sensor selection has been well studied, mainly
from the optimization standpoint. In particular, [8] proposed a random selection scheme to minimize
the error covariance of a process tracking problem; for the Kalman filter, [9] devised a multi-stage
strategy to select a subset of sensors so that an objective function related to the error covariance matrix
was minimized; [10] put forth a convex-optimization-based approach to select multiple sensors for the
parameter estimation in linear system. For the fixed-sample-size hypothesis test, [11] investigated sensor
scheduling based on information-metric criteria such as Kullback-Leibler and Chernoff distances.
The studies on the sensor selection for sequential hypothesis test have mainly branched into the
offline (a.k.a. open-loop) and online (a.k.a. closed-loop) approaches. The former category essentially
involves independent random selection over time, with the probability preassigned to each sensor. Along
this direction, [12, 13] introduced random sensor selection to the multi-hypothesis sequential probability
ratio test (MSPRT), and designed the selection probability such that its approximate decision delay was
minimized. They concluded that the optimal random selection strategy involve at most two sensors for
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3binary-hypothesis test. Namely, the fusion center should either always use one sensor, or randomly switch
between two sensors, and disregard the rest. Similar teniques were later applied to the quickest detection
with stochastic surveillance control [14]. Recently, focusing on the binary-hypothesis test, [15] further
imposed constraints on the sensor usages, i.e., sensors, on average, cannot be selected more than their
prescribed limits, and obtained the selection probabilities for SPRT with random sensor selection.
Despite their simple implementations, the open-loop approaches do not make use of the accumulating
sample information, thus are suboptimal in general. On the contrary, the online approaches take all
previous samples into account at each step for sensor selection, and generally yield superior performance.
As a matter of fact, dynamic sensing control is one of the major advantages of sequential processing. To
this end, [16] selected the sensor that was most informative under the most likely true hypothesis at each
step. [17–19] investigated the sequential multi-hypothesis test with observation control, and provided
lower and upper bound for its asymptotic performance. Two asymptotically optimal algorithms were
proposed there. The variant of sequential hypothesis test—changepoint detection with observation control
were considered by [20, 21] based on Bayesian and non-Bayesian settings respectively. Meanwhile, [22]
assumed identical sensors, and studied the Bayesian changepoint detection with control on the number
of active sensors. Most of the above online approaches are based on heuristics and perform well in the
asymptotic regime, where error probabilities are extremely low. On the other hand, focusing on the non-
asymptotic regime, [23] considered the online sensor selection strategy for the SPRT. However, it aimed
to minimize the decision delay given that SPRT was used. Instead, the recent work [24] jointly solved a
Bayesian hypothesis testing problem for both the optimal sequential test and online selection strategy.
In this work, we also aim for the optimal sequential test and online sensor selection simultaneously.
Moreover, we further introduce the constraints on the sensor usages into the formulation, which would
potentially embrace a much wider range of practical problems. That is, certain sensors in the network
are not allowed to be selected more than a prescribed number of times on average. The usage con-
straints naturally arise when one intends to restrain the sensors from being overused due to their limited
battery/lifetime, or if the fairness for all sensors in the network is important [15]. We summarize the
contributions as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that jointly solves for the optimal sequential
test and online sensor selection when sensor usage constraints are considered. Moreover, this work
distinguishes from [15], where the usage-contrained sensor selection is also studied, in terms of its
online/closed-loop setup.
• Note that most of the existing works on sensor selection for sequential test only apply to infinite-
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4horizon, where sample size (or decision delay) at a specific realization can go to infinity if necessary.
This may not be realistic in some applications. In contrast, we consider both the infinite-horizon and
finite-horizon scenarios. In the later case, a fixed upper bound is imposed on the random sample
size at every realizations.
• We propose practical algorithm to systematically evaluate the parameters in the optimal sequential test
and selection strategy. As long as the test performance constraints and the sensor usage constraints
remain the same, this algorithm only needs to be run once offline. That is, once the parameters are
calculated, they can be stored at the fusion center, based on which, the sequential test can be easily
implemented.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. We first formulate the usage-constrained sequential
hypothesis test in Section II. Then the optimal sequential test and sensor selection strategy are derived
in Section III. In Section IV, we propose practical algorithms to design the parameters in the optimal
scheme. Section V provides numerical results to illustrate the theoretical results, and to compare with
the offline random selection scheme. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a system consisting of K sensors and a fusion center that aims to test between two hypotheses,
whose priors are given as P (H = i) = pii, i = 0, 1. At each time instant, the fusion center selects one
sensor to take a sample that is sent to the fusion center. This process continues until a reliable decision
can be made. It is assumed that the fusion center possesses the statistical characterization of all sensors.
That is, the conditional probability density functions f `H(x) of the random samples collected by sensor
`, ` = 1, 2, . . . ,K are known to the fusion center. Without loss of generality, we assume that the sensor
network is heterogenous, i.e., there are no two sensors with identical f `H(x)’s. In addition, the random
samples are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) over time for the same sensor
`, and independent across different sensors.
On one hand, if there is a dominant sensor that always outperforms all other sensors, the fusion
center should always use it in the absence of usage constraint. Then the problem reduces to a single-
sensor sequential hypothesis test, and the SPRT yields the quickest decision. One such example is the
test between zero (H0) and non-zero Gaussian means (H1), where the sensor with the largest mean
shift under H1 should prevail. On the other hand, the efficiency of a sensor generally depends on the
true hypothesis. For example, some sensors can be more informative under H0 and less so under H1,
thus accelerating the decision speed when H0 is true, and slowing down the decision speed otherwise.
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5Moreover, even the dominant sensor cannot be used all the time if its usage is restrained. In general, the
online sensor selection procedure is performed based on the accumulated sample information, which is
explained as follows.
There are three essential operations in the online procedure:
1) Sensor selection strategy: Let Π , {1, 2, . . . ,K} be the set of all sensors, and {X1, . . . , Xt} denote
the sequence of samples received at the fusion center. Then the sensor selected at time t can be
defined as δt : {X1, . . . , Xt−1} → j ∈ Π. In addition, we denote the sequence of sensor selections
from time i to time j as δi:j , and δi:j , ∅ if i > j. Note that since at any time, the distribution of
the next sample depends on the selection function, the fusion center observes dependent random
samples {Xt}.
2) Stopping rule: The random sample size is characterized by the stopping time T. In specific, the
event {T = t} means that the sample size is equal to t, which depends on {X1, . . . , Xt}. In this
work, we focus on the deterministic stopping rule, i.e., P (T = t|X1, . . . , Xt) is either zero or one.
3) Decision function: Upon stopping at T = t, a final decision between the two hypotheses is made,
Dt : {X1, . . . , Xt} → {0, 1}.
As such, the fusion center is faced with the following hypothesis testing problem:
H0 : Xt ∼ f δt0 (x), t = 1, 2, . . .
H1 : Xt ∼ f δt1 (x), t = 1, 2, . . . .
The performance indicators for sequential hypothesis test include the expected sample size and the error
probabilities. In particular, the expected sample size ET = pi0E0 (T) + pi1E1 (T) is the weighted sum of
the conditional expected sample sizes, and the type-I and type-II error probabilities are P0 (DT = 1) and
P1 (DT = 0) respectively1. Here the expectation E (·) is taken over the joint distribution of H and Xt,
and Ei (·) is taken over the distribution of Xt conditioned on {H = i}.
Moreover, we also impose constraints on the usage of sensors. Denote Ω as the set of sensors whose
usages are restrained. Then for each sensor ` ∈ Ω, the average number of times that sensor ` is selected,
E
(∑T
t=1 1{δt=`}
)
, is constrained to be no greater than T ` ∈ R+. As such, we arrive at the following
1One can also use the weighted sum of type-I and type-II error rates as the error probability. Here we adopt the formulation
in [15], and consider them individually. Nevertheless, the method developed in this work can be applied to the former case.
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6constrained sequential problem:
min{δ1:T,DT,T} ET
subject to P0 (DT = 1) ≤ α, P1 (DT = 0) ≤ β,
E
(∑T
t=1 1{δt=`}
)
≤ T `, ` ∈ Ω.
(P1)
In the following sections, we will solve (P1) under both the finite-horizon and infinite-horizon setups. The
finite-horizon setup imposes an upper bound on T for any realization, beyond which no sample can be
taken; whereas the infinite-horizon setup allows the sequential test to continue as long as the termination
condition is not met. In addition to its relevance in many applications, the finite-horizon case can also
be used as a building block for the infinite-horizon problem. For notational convenience, we define the
class of infinite-horizon procedures:
C
(
α, β, {T `}`∈Ω
)
,
{
{δ1:T, DT,T} : P0 (DT = 1) ≤ α,
P1 (DT = 0) ≤ β, and E
(
T∑
t=1
1{δt=`}
)
≤ T `, ` ∈ Ω
}
, (1)
and the class of finite-horizon procedures:
CN
(
α, β, {T `}`∈Ω
)
,
{
{δ1:T, DT,T} ∈ C
(
α, β, {T `}`∈Ω
)
: T ≤ N
}
. (2)
Our goal is to find the optimal triplets {δ1:T,T, DT} that yield the smallest expected sample sizes ET
in the classes CN
(
α, β, {T `}`∈Ω
)
and C
(
α, β, {T `}`∈Ω
)
respectively.
III. OPTIMAL SEQUENTIAL TEST WITH CONSTRAINED ONLINE SENSOR SELECTION
In this section, we first recast (P1) into an unconstrained optimal stopping problem, which we then
solve under both finite-horizon and infinite-horizon setups. The solutions lead us to the optimal sequential
solutions to the original constrained problem (P1).
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7By introducing Lagrange multipliers to (P1), we arrive at the following Bayes objective function:
R(δ1:T, DT,T) , ET+ µ0pi0P0 (DT = 1) + µ1pi1P1 (DT = 0) +
∑
`∈Ω
λ` E
(
T∑
t=1
1{δt=`}
)
= E
(
T+ µ01{DT=1;H=0} + µ11{DT=0;H=1} +
∑
`∈Ω
λ`
(
T∑
t=1
1{δt=`}
))
= E
 T∑
t=1
(
1 + 1{δt∈Ω}λδt
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cδt
+µ01{DT=1;H=0} + µ11{DT=0;H=1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
µ(DT,H)
. (3)
Note that Cj , 1 + λj and λj ≥ 0 for j ∈ Ω, and Cj , 1 for j /∈ Ω.
A. Finite-Horizon Solution to the Bayes Problem
In this subsection, under the finite-horizon setup, we aim to find the optimal sensor selection, stopping
time and decision rule such that the Bayes risk in (3) is minimized, i.e.,
min
{δ1:T,DT,T},T≤N
R (δ1:T, DT,T) = E
(
T∑
t=1
Cδt + µ (DT,H)
)
. (4)
Define the cumulative log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
Ln ,
n∑
t=1
log
f δt1 (Xt)
f δt0 (Xt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
lδt (Xt)
, (5)
and the posterior probabilities pii(t) , P (H = i|X1:t, δ1:t), i ∈ {0, 1} with pii(0) = pii. These two
statistics relate to each other as follows
pi1(n) =
pi1e
Ln
pi0 + pi1eLn
=
pi1(n− 1)elδn
pi0(n− 1) + pi1(n− 1)elδn , Ln = log
pi0pi1(n)
pi1pi0(n)
. (6)
1) Decision Function: We begin with solving the terminal decision function. Since
R (δ1:T, DT,T) =E
(
T∑
t=1
Cδt
)
+
∞∑
t=1
E
[
1{T=t}
(
µ01{DT=1;H=0} + µ11{DT=0;H=1}
)]
=E
(
T∑
t=1
Cδt
)
+
∞∑
t=1
E
(
EH
(
µ01{Dt=1;H=0} + µ11{Dt=0;H=1}
∣∣X1:t, δ1:t)1{T=t})
=E
(
T∑
t=1
Cδt
)
+
∞∑
t=1
E
[(
µ0pi0(t)1{Dt 6=0} + µ1pi1(t)1{Dt 6=1}
)
1{T=t}
]
, (7)
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8we have D?t = 1{µ0pi0(t)≤µ1pi1(t)} given T = t, i.e.,
D?T = 1{µ0pi0(T)≤µ1pi1(T)}. (8)
2) Selection Strategy and Stopping Rule: For notational convenience, define the class
ANn , {{δn+1:T,T} : n ≤ T ≤ N} , (9)
in which the procedures do not stop before n and can not go beyond N . By substituting DT with (8),
(4) becomes
min
{δ1:T,T}∈AN0
E
 T∑
t=1
Cδt + min {µ0pi0(T), µ1pi1(T)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ(pi1(T))
 , (10)
where φ(x) , min{µ1x, µ0(1− x)}. We next solve (10) to obtain the optimal sensor selection strategy
and stopping rule.
Define the optimal cost of the procedures that do not stop before t = n, i.e., the “cost-to-go” function
VNn (X1:n, δ1:n) , min{δn+1:T,T}∈ANn
E
(
T∑
t=1
Cδt + φ (pi1(T))
∣∣∣∣∣X1:n, δ1:n
)
(11)
Note that VN0 (which is not a function of any samples) is equal to (10) by definition and VNN (X1:N , δ1:N ) =
φ (pi1(N)) +
∑N
t=1 Cδt since the test has to stop at N if not before it. Invoking the technique of dynamic
programming, the cost-to-go (11) can be recursively solved by the following backward recursion [2]:
VNn (X1:n, δ1:n) = min
φ (pi1(n)) +
n∑
t=1
Cδt︸ ︷︷ ︸
rs(X1:n,δ1:n)
, min
δn+1
[
E
(VNn+1 (X1:n+1, δ1:n+1)∣∣X1:n, δ1:n)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
rc(X1:n,δ1:n)
 , (12)
with n = N − 1, N − 2, . . . , 1, 0. According to the principle of optimality, the optimal stopping time
happens when the cost of stopping at the present instant is lower than the expected cost of continuing
[1, 25], i.e., T? = min{n : gn(X1:n, δ1:n) , rs (X1:n, δ1:n)− rc (X1:n, δ1:n) ≤ 0}, where
gn (X1:n, δ1:n) = φ (pi1(n)) +
n∑
t=1
Cδt −min
δn+1
[
E
(VNn+1 (X1:n+1, δ1:n+1)∣∣X1:n, δ1:n)]
= φ (pi1(n))−min
δn+1
{
Cδn+1 + min{δn+2:T,T}∈ANn+1
[
E
(
φ(pi1(T)) +
T∑
t=n+2
Cδt
∣∣∣∣∣X1:n, δ1:n
)]}
, (13)
where the second equality is due to the definition of VNn in (11).
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9In theory, (12) and T? fully characterize the optimal stopping rule and selection strategy from the first
to the N -th steps. However, this result is of limited practical value due to the high complexity brought
by the high-dimensional quantities (i.e., X1:n and δ1:n). To this end, the following lemma significantly
simplifies T? and (13), since it states that the hypothesis posterior (or equivalently, the LLR) is the
sufficient statistic for the optimal stopping rule.
Lemma 1. The optimal stopping rule for (4) is a function of time and hypothesis posterior, i.e., a
time-variant function of the posterior, T? = min{n : gn(pi1(n)) ≤ 0}.
Proof: See Appendix.
The important implication of Lemma 1 is that the selection strategy, which depends on all previous
samples, can be summarized into a more compact form.
Lemma 2. The optimal selection strategy for (4) is characterized by a time-variant function of the
hypothesis posterior (or equivalently, the LLR), i.e., δ?n+1 = ψn+1(pi1(n)).
Proof: From (12), the optimal selection strategy for t = n+ 1 is
δ?n+1 = arg min
δn+1
E
(VNn+1 (X1:n+1, δ1:n+1)∣∣X1:n, δ1:n) , (14)
and, by its definition, we have
VNn+1 (X1:n+1, δ1:n+1) = min {rs (X1:n+1, δ1:n+1) , rc (X1:n+1, δ1:n+1)}
= min {0,−gn+1(pi1(n+ 1))}+ rs (X1:n+1, δ1:n+1)
= φ (pi1(n+ 1)) +
n+1∑
t=1
Cδt −max {gn+1(pi1(n+ 1)), 0} . (15)
Substituting (15) into (14) and neglecting the term
∑n
t=1 Cδt that is independent of δn+1, we arrive at
δ?n+1 = arg min
δn+1
{
Cδn+1 + E
[
φ (pi1(n+ 1))−max {gn+1 (pi1(n+ 1)) , 0}
∣∣∣X1:n, δ1:n]}
= arg min
δn+1
Cδn+1 + E
[
φ (pi1(n+ 1))−max {gn+1 (pi1(n+ 1), n+ 1) , 0}
∣∣∣pi1(n)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
un(pi1(n),δn+1)
 . (16)
Note that the fact that the expectation term in the bracket is a time-variant function of pi1(n) and δn+1
(i.e., un (pi1(n), δn+1)) follows from the relation between pi1(n) and pi1(n + 1) given by (6). Then
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δ?n+1 = arg minδ u˜n (pi1(n), δ) , Cδ + un (pi1(n), δ) which implies that the optimal selection is a time-
variant function of the posterior, i.e., δ?n+1 = ψn+1 (pi1(n)).
This result agrees with the intuition. Since the sensor efficiency depends on the actual hypothesis, it
is reasonable to base the sensor selection upon the present belief (i.e., posterior) on the hypothesis.
Next we continue to study the stopping rule T? in more details. Define
GNn (X1:n, δ1:n) , VNn (X1:n, δ1:n)−
n∑
t=1
Cδt
= min
{δn+1:T,T}∈ANn
E
(
T∑
t=n+1
Cδt + φ (pi1(T))
∣∣∣∣∣X1:n, δ1:n
)
. (17)
Meanwhile, GNn (X1:n, δ1:n) can be written as a function of pi1(n) by using (15) as
GNn (X1:n, δ1:n) = φ (pi1(n))−max {gn(pi1(n)), 0} = GNn (pi1(n)) , (18)
where GNN (X1:N , δ1:N ) = φ (pi1(N)).
Then, by substracting
∑n
t=1 Cδt on both sides of (12), we obtain
rs −
n∑
t=1
Cδt = φ(pi1(n)), (19)
and rc (X1:n, δ1:n)−
n∑
t=1
Cδt = min
δn+1
E
[
VNn+1 (X1:n+1, δ1:n+1)−
n∑
t=1
Cδt
∣∣∣∣∣X1:n, δ1:n
]
= min
δn+1
E
[Cδn+1 + GNn+1 (pi1(n+ 1))∣∣X1:n, δ1:n] (20)
= min
δn+1
Cδn+1 + E
[GNn+1 (pi1(n+ 1))∣∣pi1(n)] , (21)
where (20) follows from the definition of GNn , and (21) holds since Cδn+1 is constant given {X1:n, δ1:n}
and E
[GNn+1 (pi1(n+ 1))∣∣X1:n, δ1:n] = E [GNn+1 (pi1(n+ 1))∣∣pi1(n)]. Substituting (19)-(21) into (12),
the backward recursion is significantly simplified to the following
GNn (pi1(n))=min

φ (pi1(n)) ,min
δn+1
Cδn+1 +E
(
GNn+1
(
pi1(n) exp
(
lδn+1
)
pi0(n) + pi1(n) exp
(
lδn+1
))∣∣∣∣∣pi1(n)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
GNn (pi1(n),δn+1)


,
(22)
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with n = N − 1, N − 2, . . . , 1, 0. Obviously, we have
GN0 (pi1) = VN0 (pi1) (23)
due to the definition in (17).
With the lemma below, we can further analyze the optimal stopping rule given in Lemma 1.
Lemma 3. GNn (pi1(n), δn+1) is a concave function of pi1(n). Moreover, the function
G˜Nn (pi1(n)) , min
δn+1
GNn (pi1(n), δn+1) (24)
is concave with G˜Nn (0) > 0, G˜Nn (1) > 0, for n = 0, 1, . . . , N .
Proof: First, GNN (pi1(N)) = φ(pi1(N)) = min{µ1pi1(N), µ0(1 − pi1(N))} is concave. Second, the
recursion (22) suggests that, if GNn+1(pi1(n+ 1)) is concave, GNn (pi1(n)) is concave as well. This can be
shown as follows:
Assume that GNn+1(x) is concave, since
x exp(lδn+1)
1−x+x exp(lδn+1)
is an increasing function of x and the expecta-
tion operation preserves the concavity, the compound function E
(
GNn+1
(
x exp(lδn+1)
1−x+x exp(lδn+1)
)∣∣∣∣pi1(n) = x)
is concave, which further leads to the concavity of GNn (pi1(n), δn+1) in terms of pi1(n); in addition,
regarding GNn (pi1(n), δn+1) as a series of concave functions indexed by δn+1, since the point-wise
minimum preserves the concavity, G˜Nn (pi1(n)) is a concave function; due to the same argument, the
point-wise minimum of G˜Nn (pi1(n)) and φ(pi1(n)), i.e., GNn (pi1(n)), is concave as well.
Therefore, by induction, we conclude that GNn (pi1(n)), n = 0, 1, . . . , N are concave functions. Fur-
thermore, from the proof above, we know that the concavity of GNn (pi1(n)) leads to the concavities of
GNn (pi1(n), δn+1) and G˜Nn (pi1(n)). Thus GNn (pi1(n), δn+1) and G˜Nn (pi1(n)) for n = 0, 1, . . . , N are concave
functions.
Together with Lemma 1, Lemma 3 reveals the following optimal stopping rule.
Lemma 4. T? = min{n : pi1(n) /∈ (an, bn)}, where an and bn are roots for
µ0(1− x) = G˜Nn (x) and µ1x = G˜Nn (x), (25)
respectively. Moreover, a0 < a1 < . . . < aN =
µ0
µ0+µ1
, and b0 > b1 > . . . > bN =
µ0
µ0+µ1
.
Proof: See Appendix.
Now we have obtained the optimal solution {δ?1:T? , D?T? ,T?} to (4), which is summarized in the
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theorem below. Note that we have changed the sufficient statistic pi1(n) to its equivalent form, i.e., LLR
Ln to draw parallel to the well-known SPRT, and with an abuse of notation, the selection function is
also denoted as ψt+1(Lt).
Theorem 1. The optimal sequential procedure that solves (4) features a sequential probability ratio test
with curved stopping boundary, and time-variant sensor selection strategy, i.e.,
1) The optimal sensor selection rule is a time-variant function of LLR: δ?t+1 , ψt+1(Lt);
2) The optimal stopping rule is in the form of a truncated SPRT, i.e.,
T? = min{t : Lt /∈ (−At, Bt)}, with (26)
B0 > B1 > . . . > BN = log
µ0pi0
µ1pi1
, and A0 > A1 > . . . > AN = − log µ0pi0
µ1pi1
; (27)
3) The optimal decision rule D?T? decides H0 if LT? ≤ −AT? , and decides H1 if LT? ≥ BT? .
For the scheme given in Theorem 1, T? ≤ N is guaranteed by noting that −AN = BN = log µ0pi0µ1pi1 , and
(−AN , BN ) is an empty set. In other words, any value of LN results in stopping. In specific, LN ≥ BN
gives decision δN = 1, and LN ≤ −AN gives decision δN = 0. Since LN = −AN = BN = log µ0pi0µ1pi1
holds with zero probability, the equality situation for decision can be ignored in this case. Theorem 1
reveals the important structure of the optimal solution to (4), while the specific values of At, Bt and
ψt+1(Lt) need to be evaluated by solving the dynamic program (22). In specific, in the posterior domain,
the continuation region (i.e., the sequential test stops if the posterior goes beyond this region) and the
selection region for sensor ` are given respectively by
Rt , {pi1(t) : φ(pi1(t)) ≥ G˜Nt (pi1(t))}, (28)
D`t ,
{
pi1(t) : ` = arg min
δ
GNt (pi1(t), δ)
}
, ` = 1, . . . ,K. (29)
Transforming Rt and D`t into the LLR domain according to (6), which we denote as R˜t and D˜`t , then
the thresholds in Theorem 1 are evaluated as
At = −min{Lt : Lt ∈ R˜t}, Bt = max{Lt : Lt ∈ R˜t}. (30)
Moreover, Lemma 3 and (29) indicate that the selection strategy boils down to finding the minimum of K
concave functions, i.e., GNn (pi1(t), δ), δ = 1, . . . ,K, in the domain of posterior. Since concave functions
are nicely behaved functions, the resulting selection scheme essentially partitions the domain of posterior
into a finite number of intervals (assuming K is finite) and assign each interval with the sensor index,
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whose value of GNn is minimum within that interval. This observation suggests that, once computed offline,
the sensor selection strategy can be easily stored in the fusion center. In practice, the recursion (22), the
sensor selection function (29), and the stopping rule (28) and (30) are implemented by discretizing the
domain of posterior pi1(t). We summarize this procedure in Algorithm 1, where ν and L are vectors
containing the discrete values of pi1(t) and Lt respectively, G(ν, t) and ψ(ν, t + 1) and ψ(L, t + 1)
are vectors formed by evaluating the function for each element of ν and L, representing the functions
GNt (pi1(t)) and ψt+1(pi1(t)), and ψt+1(Lt) respectively. The expectation E(·) = pi0E(·|H0) + pi1E(·|H1)
therein is taken w.r.t. the distribution of random sample X , and is evaluated by numerical integration.
The output ψ(L, t + 1), t = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (i.e., a sequence of vectors) and {A(t), B(t)} give the
selection function and decision thresholds respectively, and G(pi1, 0) gives the optimal cost GN0 (pi1) (or
equivalently, VN0 (pi1)), which will be used in Section IV.
Algorithm 1 : Procedure for computing At, Bt and ψt+1(Lt) in Theorem 1
1: Input: N, pi1, µ0, µ1, {λj}j∈Ω, the distributions of X under H0 and H1
2: Initialization:
G(ν, N)← min (µ1ν, µ0(1− ν)), ψ(ν, N)← 0, L← log pi0νpi1(1−ν)
3: for t = N − 1 to 0 do
4: Evaluate selection function at t+ 1:
ψ(ν, t+ 1)← arg minδ
{
Cδ + E
[
G( νelδ(X)
1−ν+νelδ(X) , t+ 1)
]}
5: Update “cost-to-go”:
G(ν, t)← min
{
min (µ1ν, µ0(1− ν)) , Cψ(ν,t+1) + E
[
G( νelψ(pi,t+1)(X)
1−ν+νelψ(pi,t+1)(X) , t+ 1)
]}
6: Evaluate stopping thresholds:
a(t)← min
{
ν ∈ ν : min (µ1ν, µ0(1− ν)) ≥ Cψ(ν,t+1) + E
[
G( νelψ(ν,t+1)(X)
1−ν+νelψ(ν,t+1)(X) , t+ 1)
]}
b(t)← max
{
ν ∈ ν : min (µ1ν, µ0(1− ν)) ≥ Cψ(ν,t+1) + E
[
G( νelψ(ν,t+1)(X)
1−ν+νelψ(ν,t+1)(X) , t+ 1)
]}
7: Transform to the domain of LLR:
A(t)← − log pi0a(t)pi1(1−a(t))
B(t)← log pi0b(t)pi1(1−b(t))
ψ(L, t+ 1)← ψ( pi1eLpi0+pi1eL , t+ 1) (which is evaluated in step 4)
8: end
9: Output:
G(pi1, 0), ψ(L, t+ 1), A(t), B(t) for t = 0, 1, . . . , N
B. Infinite-Horizon Solution to the Bayes Problem
Next, by building on the finite-horizon results developed in the last subsection, we consider the infinite-
horizon version of the problem in (4).
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The essential step of bridging the two problems is to show that the finite-horizon case approaches
the infinite-horizon case as N → ∞ [2, 24, 25]. Then the results in the last subsection can be readily
generalized to the infinite-horizon scenario. Defining the optimal cost of the infinite-horizon Bayesian
problem:
V˜(pi1) , min{T,DT,δ1:T} R (δ1:T, DT,T) (31)
where pi1 is the prior on H1. First, note that the optimal decision function derived in (7) is independent
of the horizon limit, thus D?T in (8) can be substituted into (31), which gives the similar optimal stopping
problem as that in (10):
V˜(pi1) = min{T,δ1:T}∈A∞0
E
(
T∑
t=1
Cδt + φ(pi1(T))
)
. (32)
Recalling that VN0 (pi1) = min{δ1:T,DT,T},T≤N R (δ1:T, DT,T) according to (11), we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 5. limN→∞ VN0 (pi1) = V˜(pi1) for all pi1 ∈ [0, 1].
Proof: Let {δ?1:T? , D?T? ,T?} be the optimal solution to the infinite-horizon problem (31). Define the
auxiliary procedure {δ?
1:T̂N
, D?
T̂N
, T̂N} where T̂N = min{T?, N}, then we have
R
(
δ?
1:T̂N
, D?
T̂N
, T̂N
)
−R (δ?1:T? , D?T? ,T?)
= E
(
1{T?≥N}
(
φ
(
pi1(T̂N )
)
− φ (pi1(T?))−
∞∑
t=N+1
Cδt
))
≤ E
(
1{T?≥N}
(
φ
(
pi1(T̂N )
)))
(33)
= E
(
φ (pi1(N))1{T̂N=N}
)
, (34)
where (33) follows from the fact that φ(pi1(T?)) and Cδt are positive, and (34) is true because T̂N = N
holds with probability one given that T? ≥ N due to the definition of T̂N . Using (34) and the fact
that VN0 (pi1) is the optimal cost for all T ≤ N whereas {δ?1:T̂N , D
?
T̂N
, T̂N} is a constructed scheme for
T ≤ N , we arrive at the following inequalities
VN0 (pi1) ≤ R
(
δ?
1:T̂N
, D?
T̂N
, T̂N
)
≤ R (δ?1:T? , D?T? ,T?) + E
(
φ (pi1(N))1{T̂N=N}
)
. (35)
By the strong law of large number, we know that LN → ∞, a.s. as N → ∞, thus φ (pi1(N)) =
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min{µ0pi0(N), µ1pi1(N)} → 0 a.s. as N →∞ [25]. Taking N →∞ on both sides of (35), we have
lim
N→∞
VN0 (pi1) ≤ R (δ?1:T? , D?T? ,T?) = V˜(pi1). (36)
On the other hand, VN0 (pi1) ≥ R (δ?1:T? , D?T? ,T?), since VN0 (pi1) is the minimal cost for the finite-horizon
problem, i.e., T ≤ N , whereas R (δ?1:T? , D?T? ,T?) is the minimal cost for the infinite-horizon problem,
where no bound on T is imposed. Thus, we have limN→∞ VN0 (pi1) ≥ R (δ?1:T? , D?T? ,T?) = V˜(pi1) that,
together with (36), completes the proof.
Meanwhile, in the finite-horizon solution (22), since GNn (pi1(n)) is a function of the homogenous
Markov chain pi1(n), we have GNn (x) = GN−n0 (x) = VN−n0 (x). The first equality follows from the
homogeneity property, and second equality follows from definitions. Therefore, the backward induction
(22) can be equivalently expressed as the recursion
VN−n0 (x) = min
{
φ (x) ,min
δn+1
[
Cδn+1 + E
(
VN−n−10
(
x exp
(
lδn+1
)
1− x+ x exp (lδn+1)
))]}
, (37)
with V00 (x) = φ(x). By letting N →∞, and invoking Lemma 5, we arrive at
V˜(x) = min
{
φ (x) ,min
δ
[
Cδ + E
(
V˜
(
x exp (lδ)
1− x+ x exp (lδ)
))]}
. (38)
This is the Bellman equation for the infinite-horizon Bayesian problem (31). Note that, thanks to Lemma
5, V˜ (x) preserves the concavity of VN0 . Therefore, (38) reveals that the stopping boundaries under infinite-
horizon are constants. Moreover, the sensor selection function δt+1 depends only on the posterior/LLR,
and is independent of time. We summarize the optimal solution to the infinite-horizon problem in the
theorem below.
Theorem 2. The optimal procedure that solves (4) features an SPRT with stationary sensor selection
strategy, i.e.,
1) The optimal sensor selection rule is a time-invariant function of the likelihood raito, i.e., δ?t+1 =
ψ(Lt).
2) The stopping rule is in the form of the SPRT T? = min{t : Lt /∈ (−A,B)}.
3) The optimal decision rule D?T? decides H0 if LT? ≤ −A, and decides H1 if LT? ≥ B.
The function ψ(Lt) and the thresholds A,B can be evaluated numerically by solving the Bellman equation
(38).
The proof for Theorem 2 follows similarly to that of Theorem 1 by using the Bellman equation (38).
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In brief, V˜(x) and E(x) , minδ
[
Cδ + E
(
V˜
(
x exp(lδ)
(1−x+x exp(lδ))
))]
can be proved to be concave functions
with E(0) > 0 and E(1) > 0 by letting N →∞ in Lemma 3; then the operation minδ in E(x) indicates
that the selection rule is a time-invariant function of the posterior, leading to Theorem 2-(1); moreover,
analogous to (25) in Lemma 3, the stopping thresholds are given by the roots for µ0(1 − x) = E(x)
and µ1x = E(x) which are constants, leading to Theorem 2-(2). The key difference here is that E(x) is
independent of n in contrast with G˜Nn (x) in the proof of Theorem 1. Interestingly, Theorem 2 implies
that the stopping thresholds and selection strategy of the infinite-horizon Bayesian problem converge to
a sequential procedure that, in essence, is a combination of the SPRT and stationary sensor selection
function ψ(Lt). Several approaches are available to solve the Bellman equation for ψ(Lt) and A,B.
In this work, by virtue of Lemma 5, we solve a finite-horizon problem with sufficiently large N to
approximately obtain them, which will be explained in Section IV.
C. Optimal Solution to the Usage-Constrained Problem
Now that the Bayesian optimal stopping problem is solved in the previous subsections, we are ready
to establish the optimal sequential procedure for (P1) as follows.
Theorem 3. Let µ , [µ0, µ1] be chosen such that the reliability constraints are satisfied with equalities;
let λ , {λj}j∈Ω be chosen such that all usage constraints are satisfied, and moreover, the usage
constraints for the sensors in Ωc , {` : λ` > 0} are satisfied with equalities. Then the optimal sequential
procedure given by Theorems 1 and 2 give the optimal triplets {T?, D?T? , δ?1:T?} that solve the constrained
problem (P1) in finite-horizon and infinite-horizon scenarios, respectively.
Proof: The proofs are the same for finite-horizon and inifite-horizon problems, thus we only show
the latter for conciseness.
Considering the results in Section III-A&B, we have R (δ1:T, DT,T) ≥ R (δ?1:T? , D?T? ,T?) for any
procedure {δ1:T, DT,T}. That is
ET+µ0pi0P0 (DT = 1) + µ1pi1P1 (DT = 0) +
∑
`∈Ωc
λ`E
(
T∑
t=1
1{δt=`}
)
≥ ET? + µ0pi0P0 (D?T? = 1) + µ1pi1P1 (D?T? = 0) +
∑
`∈Ωc
λ`E
(
T?∑
t=1
1{δ?t=`}
)
= ET? + µ0pi0α+ µ1pi1β +
∑
`∈Ωc
λ`T
`. (39)
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Note that µ0 ≥ 0, µ1 ≥ 0 and λ` > 0 for ` ∈ Ωc, thus ET ≥ ET? must hold true for any procedure
{δ1:T, DT,T} ∈ C
(
α, β, {T `}`∈Ω
)
.
The insight for Theorem 3 is intuitive. The sensors in Ωc (referred to as the effective set henceforth) will
be overused without imposing the constraint, thus additional sampling cost λ` > 0 is assigned to penalize
their usages (recall the definition of Cδt in (3)). Nevertheless, in order to optimize the test performance,
they should be used at full capacity, i.e., usage constraints are satisfied with equalities. Section IV will
address how we obtain Ωc from a general set Ω that are under usage constraints in the formulation (P1).
Next, we investigate the performance of the optimal sequential procedure under infinite-horizon. The
challenge stems from the fact that random samples are no longer i.i.d., and the typical method based
on Wald’s identity fails to given valid performance analysis. However, by capitalizing on the optimal
structures revealed in Theorems 2 and 3, we can derive an insightful bound to approximately characterize
the performance. Define the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD):
D`i
(
f `i ||f `j
)
, Ei
(
log
f `i (X)
f `j (X)
)
. (40)
Proposition 1. Based on the Wald’s approximation [2] (i.e., LT? ≈ −A given D?T? = 0 or LT? ≈ B
given D?T? = 1), the expected sample size for the optimal procedure for the infinite-horizon problem of
(P1) is lower bounded by
ET? ≥
pi0
D (α||1− β)
max`∈Ωc D`0
+ pi1
D (1− β||α)
max`∈Ωc D`1
−
∑
`∈Ωc
(
max
{
D`1
max`∈Ωc D`1
,
D`0
max`∈Ωc D`0
}
− 1
)
T `, (41)
where D (p||q) , p log pq + (1− p) log 1−p1−q is the KLD of binary distribuitons, and Ωc , Π\Ωc contains
all sensors except those in Ωc.
Proof: See Appendix.
The performance characterization agrees with intuition. The first two terms on right-hand side of (41)
characterize the asymptotic performance of the optimal sequential procedure as α and β go to zero,
or D (α||1− β) and D (1− β||α) go to infinity. It is seen that the asymptotic expected sample size is
determined by the KLDs of the sensors in Ωc, i.e., the free sensors that do not reach their full usage. This
result is consistent with that in [17], where all sensors are constraint-free. Meanwhile, the third term on
the right-hand side of (41) accounts for the effect of the fully used sensors, which depends on their KLDs
compared to that of the free sensors. If max
{ D`1
max`∈Ωc D`1
, D
`
0
max`∈Ωc D`0
}
> 1, then sensor ` decreases the
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expected sample size due to its larger KLDs; otherwise, sensor ` increases the expected sample size.
IV. PARAMETERS DESIGN FOR THE OPTIMAL SEQUENTIAL TEST
In previous sections, we derived the optimal solutions to (P1) under both finite-horizon and infinite-
horizon setups, given that µ and λ are set to satisfy certain conditions as given in Theorem 3. These multi-
pliers determine the parameters in the optimal sequential test and selection function, i.e., At, Bt, ψt+1(Lt)
for finite-horizon, and A,B,ψ(Lt) for infinite-horizon. In practice, one can choose the multipliers by
manually refining their values according to the simulation results; however, it is not an efficient approach,
especially when the number of constraints is large. In this section, we propose a systematic approach to
approximately evaluate the multipliers, which involves minimizing a concave function.
By drawing on the idea of the recent work [26], we evaluate the multipliers by introducing the dual
problem of (P1):
max
{λ,µ}∈R+
min
{δ1:T,DT,T}
L({δ1:T, DT,T},λ,µ), (42)
where the Lagrangian admits
L({δT1 , DT,T},λ,µ) , ET+ µ0pi0 (P0 (DT = 1)− α)
+ µ1pi1 (P1 (DT = 0)− β) +
∑
`∈Ω
λ`
(
T∑
t=1
1{δt=`} − T `
)
= R(δ1:T, DT,T)− µ0pi0α− µ1pi1β −
∑
`∈Ω
λ`T
`. (43)
The reason is that if there exist multipliers such that the constraints hold as equalities, they must reside
in the saddle point as expressed in (42).
We first begin with the N -horizon problem. Since the Bayesian problem is solved in Section III, (42)
becomes
max
{λ,µ}∈R+
L˜N (λ,µ) , min{D,T,δ1:T} E
(
T∑
t=1
Cδt + µ (DT,H)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
VN0 (pi1,λ,µ)
−
∑
`∈Ω
λ`T
` − µ0pi0α− µ1pi1β, (44)
where L˜N (λ,µ) is a concave function of λ and µ. Note that VN0 (pi1,λ,µ) is the same function as
defined in (23) while we explicitly show the variables λ and µ here for clarity.
Note that (44) is a constrained concave problem that still requires complex solving process, for example,
the interior-point method [27]. In this work, we propose a simple procedure based on gradient ascent. In
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brief, we first assume that the effective set of constraints Ωc is known, based on which, (44) can be recast
into an unconstrained optimization problem; we then give the scheme for evaluating Ωc. The detailed
procedure includes the following steps:
• Given any Ωc, it is known that the optimal multipliers µ0 > 0, µ1 > 0, λj > 0 for j ∈ Ωc and
λj = 0 for j ∈ Ωc (cf. Theorem 3). Consequently, the original problem (44) can be reduced to an
unconstrained problem by removing λj , j ∈ Ωc:
max
λΩc ,µ
L˜N (λΩc ,µ) , VN0 (pi1,λΩc ,µ)−
∑
`∈Ωc
λ`T
` − µ0pi0α− µ1pi1β, (45)
with λΩc , {λj}j∈Ωc , since the optimal values of λj , j ∈ Ωc and µ reside in the interior of the
positiveness constraint. Now (45) can be solved with the gradient ascent algorithm. To this end, note
that VN0 (pi1,λΩc ,µ) can be obtained efficiently given any value of the variables µ,λΩc through the
dynamic programming (22), i.e., Algorithm 1. This allows us to approximate the gradients at the
tth iteration by using small shifts ∆λ and ∆µ for λΩc and µ respectively. Moreover, since µ and
λΩc are typically at different scales, for example, µ are usually in the order of hundreds, while
λΩc are fractional numbers, we apply the alternating minimization to speed up the convergence.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the procedure for evaluating the multipliers and the resulting parameters
(i.e., At, Bt, ψt+1(Lt)) for the finite-N optimal sequential test, where Alg1(·) invokes Algorithm 1.
In addition, pt and qt are step-sizes obtained by backtracking line search [27], µint,λint are initial
values to begin the iterations.
• To obtain the effective set Ωc, we add an outer iteration to Algorithm 2. In particular,
1) Begin with an empty set of effective usage constraints (i.e., Ωc = ∅).
2) Solve the problem
min
{δ1:T,DT,T}∈CN (α,β,{T `}`∈Ωc )
ET. (46)
3) Evaluate the sensor usages based on the solution to (46), and find the set of sensors in Ω whose
constraints are violated (denoted as Λ). Update the effective set Ωc ← Ωc ∪ Λ.
4) Go to step 2) and solve (46) for the updated Ωc.
This loop of 2)-4) continues until no inequality constraints are violated. Upon termination, Ωc is
effective set of constraints, whose associated multipliers are positive, whereas the rest of constraints
are naturally satisfied with zero multipliers.
Next we consider the infinite-horizon scenario, whose evaluation of multipliers boils down to the
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Algorithm 2 : Procedure for solving (45)
1: Initialization: t← 0,µ(0) ← µint,λ(0)Ωc ← λint
2: while ‖∇λL˜N (λ(t)Ωc ,µ(t))‖2 > 0 or ‖∇λL˜N (λ
(t)
Ωc
,µ(t))‖2 > 1 do
update µ:
3: VN0 (pi1,λ(t)Ωc ,µ(t))← G(pi1, 0)← Alg1(pi1,λ
(t)
Ωc
,µ(t))
4: VN0 (pi1,λ(t)Ωc ,µ(t) + ∆µ)← G(pi1, 0)← Alg1(pi1,λ
(t)
Ωc
,µ(t) + ∆µ)
5: Evaluate L˜N (λ(t)Ωc ,µ(t)) and L˜N (λ
(t)
Ωc
,µ(t) + ∆µ) by its definition in (45)
6: Approximate the gradient ∇µL˜N (pi,λ(t)Ωc ,µ(t))
7: Update µ(t+1) = µ(t) + pt∇µL˜N (pi,λ(t)Ωc ,µ(t)), where pt is the step-size computed by
backtracking line search
update λ:
8: VN0 (pi1,λ(t)Ωc ,µ(t+1))← G(pi1, 0)← Alg1(pi1,λ
(t)
Ωc
,µ(t+1))
9: VN0 (pi1,λ(t)Ωc + ∆λ,µ(t+1))← G(pi1, 0)← Alg1(pi1,λ
(t)
Ωc
+ ∆λ,µ
(t+1))
10: Evaluate L˜N (pi1,λ(t)Ωc ,µ(t+1)) and L˜N (pi1,λ
(t)
Ωc
+ ∆λ,µ
(t+1)) by its definition in (45)
11: Approximate the gradient ∇λL˜N (pi,λ(t)Ωc ,µ(t+1))
12: Update λ(t+1)Ωc = λ
(t)
Ωc
+ qt∇λL˜N (pi,λ(t)Ωc ,µ(t+1)) where qt is the step-size computed by
backtracking line search
13: t← t+ 1
14: end while
15: Output:
λ?Ωc ← λ
(t)
Ωc
, µ? ← µ(t), {ψ(L, t), A(t), B(t)}Nt=0 ← Alg1(pi1,λ?Ωc ,µ?)
following optimization problem:
max
{λ,µ}∈R+
V˜(pi1,λ,µ)− µ0pi0α− µ1pi1β −
∑
`∈Ω
λ`T
`
s.t. V˜(x,λ,µ)=min
{
µ0(1− x), µ1x,min
δ
(
1+λδ+E
(
V˜( xe
lδ
1− x+ xelδ ,λ,µ)
))}
, x ∈ [0, 1].
One option is to adopt the method in [26] (only SPRT and µ were of interest there), which discretizes
x,λ,µ, and recasts the above problem into a linear program. However, this approach becomes compu-
tationally infeasible due to the high-dimensional variables in our problem. To that end, by the virtue
of Lemma 5, we propose to approximate the infinite-horizon problem through finite-horizon approach
(44), i.e., V˜ ≈ VN0 with sufficiently large N . Moreover, we obtain the multipliers and the resulting
test parameters (i.e., A,B,ψ(Lt)) for the optimal infinite-horizon sequential test by setting A ← A(0),
B ← B(0), ψ(L) ← ψ(L, 1), where A(0), B(0) and ψ(L, 1) are the thresholds and selection function
respectively evaluated for the finite-horizon problem with large N .
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TABLE I
η`0 η
`
1 D
`
0 D
`
1
Sensor 1 0.5 1 0.2692 0.1739
Sensor 2 1 0.5 0.1739 0.2692
Sensor 3 0.52 1 0.3069 0.1931
Sensor 4 1 0.52 0.1931 0.3069
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical results to illustrate the theoretical findings in previous sections,
and also to compare with the existing methods. Our experiments focus on the following hypotheses
H0 : Xt ∼ exp
(
η`0
)
, t = 1, 2, . . . , ` ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 4},
H1 : Xt ∼ exp
(
η`1
)
, t = 1, 2, . . . , ` ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 4}.
In particular, the LLR at sensor ` is
l`(Xt) = Xt
(
η`0 − η`1
)
+ log
(
η`1
η`0
)
(47)
and the KLDs are expressed respectively as
D`1 = E0
(
l`
)
=
η`0
η`1
− 1− log
(
η`0
η`1
)
, (48)
D`0 = E0
(
−l`
)
=
η`1
η`0
− 1− log
(
η`1
η`0
)
. (49)
Table I lists the distribution parameters and KLD for each sensor. Throughout the experiment, the domain
of posterior [0, 1] is discretized into 8000 points to implement Algorithm 1.
A. Finite-Horizon Scenario
We first consider a finite-horizon problem with sample size limit N = 100.
Fig. 1 illustrates the decision region of the N -horizon sequential test, including the stopping boundaries
(i.e., [−At, Bt]) and selection function (i.e., ψt+1(Lt)). Note that, hereafter, we represent the results in
terms of the sufficient statistic LLR, which is equivalent to the posterior given the prior. The black,
blue, red, and green colors represent the intervals within which Sensor 1, 2, 3, and 4 should be selected
respectively. The following observations are made:
• The curved stopping boundaries comply with the result in Theorem 1-(b).
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(a) Unconstrained (b) T 1 = 7, T 2 = 7
(c) T 1 = 6, T 2 = 9
Fig. 1. The stopping boundaries and selection region for N = 100. We set α ≈ 0.01, β ≈ 0.01. Black: sensor 1. Blue: sensor
2. Red: sensor 3. Green: sensor 4.
• The selection function ψt+1(Lt) in Theorem 1-(a) is represented by simple partitions of the LLR
domain. In specific, the fusion center decides the selected sensor at t+ 1 based on the region that
Lt resides in. Interestingly, the selection function from t = 1 → N is highly structured, and does
not require large memory for storage.
• The sensor usages are equal to the discrete time that LLR spends in the corresponding region before
stopping. Thus the selection strategy controls the sensor usages by altering these selection regions.
In Fig. 1-(a), if all sensors are constraint-free, then Sensor 1 and Sensor 2 are always preferred over
the other two. Intuitively Sensor 1 dominates sensor 3, Sensor 2 dominates Sensor 4, since their
KLDs under both hypotheses are larger. In Fig. 1-(b), if we impose the usage constraints on Sensors
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1 and 2, then Sensors 3 and 4 are used more, thus the partition of LLR domain is reassigned to
comply with the constraints. That is, the selection region for Sensor 1 is split mainly by Sensor 3,
while that of Sensor 2 by Sensor 2. Fig. 1-(c) shows that the selection regions alter as the usage
constraints change from T 1 = 6, T 2 = 9 to T 1 = 7, T 2 = 7. In specific, the selection region of
Sensor 1 shrinks while that of Sensor 2 expands.
From Section III, we know that the selection regions, and thus the sensor usages, are governed by the
multipliers, which are the parameters one can choose to meet the usage constraints. Bearing this in mind,
Fig. 2 illustrates how we can control the sensor usages by setting the values of multipliers. In particular,
Fig. 2-(a) shows that the usage of Sensor 1 decreases from the full usage to zero as λ1 increases, while
other sensors increase their usages. Fig. 2-(b) shows that the usage of Sensor 2 decreases to zero as λ2
increases with fixed λ1 = 0.15.
Finally, in Fig. 3, we compare the proposed finite-N sequential test with the existing method in
[15], which is an offline random selection algorithm. The comparison is carried out at varying error
probabilities α = β, and fixed sensor usage constraints for Sensor 1 and 2 (T 1 = 6, T 2 = 9, and Sensor
3 and 4 are free sensors). The corresponding multipliers are evaluated using the algorithm in Section
IV. It is seen that the proposed online algorithm consistently outperforms the offline scheme with the
same usage constraints and error probabilities. The improvement becomes more significant as the error
probabilities decrease. Furthermore, Fig. 4 depicts the sensor usages of the proposed scheme in this
experiment. When error probabilities are moderate (α = 0.1→ 0.06 in Fig. 4), Sensors 1 and 2 operate
in free mode, and Sensors 3 and 4 are idle, which corresponds to the unconstrained scenario (i.e., the
effective set of constraints are empty Ωc = ∅). This is similar to the case in Fig. 1-(a). As error rates
decrease (α = 0.04 and 0.02), Sensor 1 reaches the usage constraint first, while Sensor 2 still operates
in free mode (i.e., Ωc = {1}). After α ≤ 0.01, both Sensor 1 and 2 reach their usage limit and are under
constraints (i.e., Ωc = {1, 2}). In this regime, we find multipliers such that constraints are satisfied with
equalities. As error rates further decrease, free sensors like Sensors 3 and 4 are used more often, while
Sensor 1 and 2 remain maximum usages at T 1 = 6 and T 2 = 9.
B. Infinite-Horizon
In this subsection, the performance of the proposed scheme in the infinite-horizon setup is examined.
We use a finite-horizon problem with sufficiently large N = 200 to approximately evaluate the parameters
(i.e., A, B and selection regions) of the optimal sequential test.
Again, Fig. 5 depicts the decision regions for the finite-horizon problem with N = 200. Since a larger
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Fig. 2. The sensor usage decreases as its associated multiplier increases. The error probabilities are set as α ≈ 0.0018, β ≈
0.0025. (a) λ2 = 0; (b) λ1 = 0.15.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the proposed sequential test and the SPRT with offline random selection strategy.
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Fig. 4. Sensor usages of the proposed scheme corresponding to the experiment in Fig. 3.
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N is used, compared to Fig. 1, Fig. 5 shows that the stopping boundaries and section strategy converge
to the stable one at t = 0, which is approximately the infinite-horizon solution according to Lemma
5. Unlike in the finite-horizon scenario, the fusion center only needs to store stopping boundaries and
selection regions at t = 0, which is depicted in Fig. 6, and use it for any t. This further lowers the storage
demand. In specific, the selected sensor at t+ 1 is decided by which interval the LLR resides in at time
t within the stopping boundaries. We clearly see that the selection functions in Fig. 6-(a) change to that
in Fig. 6-(b) as the usage constraints alter.
Finally, in Fig. 7, we compare the proposed scheme with the existing offline random selection scheme
in [15]. Compared to Fig. 3, the expected sample size slightly decreases due to the removal of the hard
limit on horizon N . Again, the proposed online scheme increasingly outperforms the offline selection
scheme as the error probabilities become small. In addition, we also plot the close-form approximation
for the optimal performance, which is given by (41). Note that this analytical result (i.e., the red solid
line) lies parallel to the performance curve of the proposed scheme (i.e., the black line with circle marks),
indicating its accurate characterization for the asymptotical performance. The constant gap in between is
largely caused by the inequality (73) that lower bounds the constant term (i.e., independent of α and β) in
(72), which ultimately leads to (41). Therefore, the constant gap can be small if (73) is tight, depending
on the specific model. To see this, assuming that we derive the performance formula directly based on
(72) (specifically, T `0 and T
`
1 in (72) need to be evaluated through simulation), it is shown in Fig. 7 that
the resulting lower bound (i.e., the green dash line) aligns closely to the performance of the proposed
scheme.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied the sequential hypothesis testing with online sensor selection and sensor
usage constraints. The optimal sequential test and selection strategy are obtained for both the finite-horizon
and infinite-horizon scenarios. We have also proposed algorithms to approximately evaluate the parameters
in the optimal sequential procedure. Finally, extensive numerical results have been provided to illustrate
the theoretical findings and comparison with the existing method. Future works may include applying
the same framework to address the usage-constrained sensor selection in other sequential problems, for
example, change-point detection. Instead of the average sample size, other objective can also be studied,
for example, the worst-case sample size. The applications in distributed sensor networks can be considered
as well. For example, dynamic selection of quantization mode in the sequential detection [6, 28].
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(a) T 1 = 6, T 2 = 9 (b) T 1 = 7, T 2 = 7
Fig. 5. The stopping boundaries and selection function for N = 200. We set α ≈ 0.01, β ≈ 0.01. Black: sensor 1. Blue:
sensor 2. Red: sensor 3. Green: sensor 4.
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Fig. 6. The stopping boundaries and selection intervals for the infinite-horizon problem.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1: We want to prove that gn (X1:n, δ1:n) = gn (pi1(n)). It suffices to prove that for
any realizations of {X1:n, δ1:n}, i.e., {x1:n, s1:n} and {x¯1:n, s¯1:n}, that lead to equal posteriors pi1(n) =
p¯i1(n), we have gn (x1:n, s1:n) = gn (x¯1:n, s¯1:n).
Conditioned on the event {T = n}, by (13), it is obvious that gn (x1:n, s1:n) = gn (x¯1:n, s¯1:n) =
φ (pi1(n)). Conditioned on the event {n < T ≤ N}, we will prove by contradiction. On one hand,
assume that gn (x1:n, s1:n) > gn (x¯1:n, s¯1:n), then there exists a procedure
{
δ˜n+1, {δ˜n+2:T˜, T˜} ∈ ANn+1
}
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the proposed sequential test and the SPRT with offline random selection strategy.
(given {x1:n, s1:n}) such that
gn(x1:n, s1:n) ≥ φ (pi1(n))−
E
φ(pi1(T˜))+ T˜∑
t=n+1
C
δ˜t
∣∣∣∣∣∣X1:n = x1:n, δ1:n = s1:n

︸ ︷︷ ︸
g˜n(x1:n,s1:n)
> gn (x¯1:n, s¯1:n), (50)
due to the definition of gn in (13).
On the other hand, we construct the following procedure
{
δ̂n+1, {δ̂n+2:T̂, T̂} ∈ ANn+1
}
(given {x¯1:n, s¯1:n}).
Let
δ̂n+1(x¯1, . . . , x¯n) = δ˜n+1(x1, . . . , xn), (51)
and, given the same samples after time n (denoted as xn+1, xn+2, . . .),
δ̂t(x¯1, . . . , x¯n, xn+1, . . . , xt−1) = δ˜t(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1, . . . , xt−1), t = n+ 2, . . . , N. (52)
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Moreover, let T̂ stop if T˜ stops given the same samples {xn+1, xn+2, . . .}, and the decision rule
D̂(x¯1, . . . , x¯n, xn+1, . . . , xT̂) = D˜(x¯1, . . . , x¯n, xn+1, . . . , xT˜).
In short, the procedure
{
δ̂
n+1:T̂, T̂
}
is designed to yield the exact same actions as that of the procedure{
δ˜
n+1:T˜, T˜
}
given the same samples at time n, i.e., {xn+1, xn+2, . . .}. Note that, according to the above
construction process,
{
δ̂
n+1:T̂, T̂
}
and
{
δ˜
n+1:T˜, T˜
}
are not identical procedures since {x1:n, s1:n} 6=
{x¯1:n, s¯1:n}.
Again, due to the definition of gn in (13), we also have
gn (x¯1:n, s¯1:n) ≥ φ (pi1(n))−
E
φ(pi1(Tˆ))+ Tˆ∑
t=n+1
Cδˆt
∣∣∣∣∣∣X1:n = x¯1:n, δ1:n = s¯1:n

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ĝn(x¯1:n,s¯1:n)
. (53)
Next, we prove that
ĝ (x¯1:n, s¯1:n) = g˜ (x1:n, s1:n) , (54)
which requires
E
φ(pi1(T˜))+ T˜∑
t=n+1
C
δ˜t
∣∣∣∣∣∣X1:n=x1:n, δ1:n=s1:n
=E
φ(pi1(T̂))+ T̂∑
t=n+1
C
δ̂t
∣∣∣∣∣∣X1:n= x¯1:n, δ1:n= s¯1:n
 .
(55)
First, due to the construction of
{
δ̂
n+1:T̂, T̂
}
, we have
T˜− n
∣∣∣ {X1:n = x¯1:n, δ1:n = s¯1:n} = T̂− n∣∣∣ {X1:n = x1:n, δ1:n = s1:n}, a.s.. (56)
To show that the first terms on both sides of (55) are equal, i.e.,
E
(
φ
(
pi1(T˜)
)∣∣∣X1:n, δ1:n) = E (φ (pi1(T¯))∣∣ X¯1:n, δ¯1:n) , (57)
notice that
pi1(T˜) =
pi1(n)e
∑T˜
t=n+1 lδ˜t
pi0(n) + pi1(n)e
∑T˜
t=n+1 lδ˜t
(58)
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has the same distribution conditioned on {x¯1:n, s¯1:n} as that of
pi1(T̂) =
p¯i1(n)e
∑T̂
t=n+1 lδ̂t
p¯i0(n) + p¯i1(n)e
∑T̂
t=n+1 lδ̂t
(59)
conditioned on {x1:n, s1:n}. This is true because pi1(n) = p¯i1(n) and
∑T˜
t=n+1 lδ˜t has the same posterior
distribution as
∑T̂
t=n+1 lδ̂t due to (51)-(52) and (56). In addition, the second terms on both sides of (55)
are also equal by combining (51)-(52) and (56).
Using (53)-(54), we arrive at
gn (x¯1:n, s¯1:n) ≥ ĝn (x¯1:n, s¯1:n) = g˜n (x1:n, s1:n) (60)
which contradicts with (50).
Similar contradiction appears if we assume gn (X1:n, δ1:n) < gn
(
X¯1:n, δ¯1:n
)
.
Proof of Lemma 4: By the concavity of G˜Nn (x), we know that the continuation region at t = n is
an interval confined by the roots of the following equations (denoted as an and bn respectively):
µ0(1− x)G˜Nn (x), and µ1x = G˜Nn (x), n < N. (61)
Since G˜Nn−1(x) < G˜Nn (x), thus an−1 < an and bn−1 > bn. At t = N , the procedure has to stop and make
decision, thus aN = bN . µ1pi1(N)><µ0pi0(N) which gives pi1(N)
>
< aN = µ0/(µ0 + µ1).
Proof of Proposition 1: Note that for the LLR statistic, we have
E0 (LT) = E0
[
T∑
t=1
(∑
`∈Ωc
lδt1{δt=`} + lδt1{δt∈Ωc}
)]
. (62)
The first term of (62) can be expressed as
E0
[
T∑
t=1
∑
`∈Ωc
lδt1{δt=`}
]
=
∑
`∈Ωc
E0
( ∞∑
t=1
lδt1{δt=`}1{T≥t}
)
=
∑
`∈Ωc
E0
( ∞∑
t=1
E0
(
lδt |X1:(t−1), δ1:t−1
)
1{δt=`}1{T≥t}
)
=−
∑
`∈Ωc
D`0 E0
( ∞∑
t=1
1{δt=`}1{T≥t}
)
=−
∑
`∈Ωc
D`0T
`
0 , (63)
where D`0 , E0 (−l`) is the KL divergence of sensor ` and T `0 , E0
(∑T
t=1 1{δt=`}
)
is the mean usage
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under H0. Furthermore, the second term of (62) can be bounded as follows
E0
[
T∑
t=1
lδt1{δt∈Ωc}
]
=E0
( ∞∑
t=1
lδt1{δt∈Ωc}1{T≥t}
)
=E0
( ∞∑
t=1
E0
(
lδt |X1:(t−1), δ1:t−1
)
1{δt∈Ωc}1{T≥t}
)
(64)
≥−max
`∈Ωc
D`0 E0
( ∞∑
t=1
1{δt∈Ωc}1{T≥t}
)
=−max
`∈Ωc
D`0
(
E0T−
∑
`∈Ωc
T `0
)
, (65)
where inequality (64) holds because E0
(
lδt |X1:(t−1), δ1:t−1
)
1{δt∈Ωc} ≥ min`∈Ωc E0 (l`)1{δt∈Ωc}. Ap-
plying (63) and (65) to (62) results in
E0 (LT) ≥ −
∑
`∈Ωc
D`0T
`
0 −max
`∈Ωc
D`0
(
E0T−
∑
`∈Ωc
T `0
)
, (66)
which leads to the bound for mean sample size under H0:
E0T ≥
[
−E0 (LT)−
∑
`∈Ωc
D`0T
`
0 + max
`∈Ωc
D`0
∑
`∈Ωc
T `0
]
1
max`∈Ωc D
`
0
=
−E0 (LT)
max`∈Ωc D
`
0
+
∑
`∈Ωc
(
1− D
`
0
max`∈Ωc D
`
0
)
T `0 . (67)
Under H1, similarly as in (63) and (65), we have
E1
[
T∑
t=1
∑
`∈Ωc
lδt1{δt=`}
]
=
∑
`∈Ωc
D`1T
`
1 , (68)
and E1
[
T∑
t=1
lδt1{δt∈Ωc}
]
= E1
( ∞∑
t=1
lδt1{δt∈Ωc}1{T≥t}
)
= E1
( ∞∑
t=1
E1 (lδt |Ft−1)1{δt∈Ωc}1{T≥t}
)
≤ max
`∈Ωc
D`1 E1
( ∞∑
t=1
1{δt∈Ωc}1{T≥t}
)
= max
`∈Ωc
D`1
(
E1T−
∑
`∈Ωc
T `1
)
, (69)
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that lead to
E1 (LT) = E1
[
T∑
t=1
∑
`∈Ωc
lδt1{δt=`}
]
+ E1
[
T∑
t=1
lδt1{δt∈Ωc}
]
≤
∑
`∈Ωc
D`1T
`
1 + max
`∈Ωc
D`1
(
E1T−
∑
`∈Ωc
T `1
)
. (70)
As a result, we can bound the mean sample size under H1 by
E1T ≥
[
E1 (LT)−
∑
`∈Ωc
D`1T
`
1 + max
`∈Ωc
D`1
∑
`∈Ωc
T `1
]
1
max`∈Ωc D
`
1
=
E1 (LT)
max`∈Ωc D
`
1
+
∑
`∈Ωc
(
1− D
`
1
max`∈Ωc D
`
1
)
T `1 . (71)
Finally, the expected mean sample size, i.e., ET = pi0E0T+ pi1E1T, can be bounded below as follows:
ET ≥ pi0 −E0 (LT)
max`∈Ωc D
`
0
+ pi1
E1 (LT)
max`∈Ωc D
`
1
+
∑
`∈Ωc
T ` −
∑
`∈Ωc
(
pi0D
`
0
max`∈Ωc D
`
0
T `0 +
pi1D
`
1
max`∈Ωc D
`
1
T `1
)
(72)
≥ pi0 −E0 (LT)
max`∈Ωc D
`
0
+ pi1
E1 (LT)
max`∈Ωc D
`
1
+
∑
`∈Ωc
(
1−max
{
D`1
max`∈Ωc D
`
1
,
D`0
max`∈Ωc D
`
0
})
T `, (73)
where the second inequality is obtained by noting that pi0T `0 + pi1T
`
1 = T
`, thus
pi0D
`
0
max`∈Ωc D
`
0
T `0 +
pi1D
`
1
max`∈Ωc D
`
1
T `1 ≤ max
{
D`1
max`∈Ωc D
`
1
,
D`0
max`∈Ωc D
`
0
}
T `, (74)
with equality holds if T ` = piiT `i , i = arg max
{
D`1
max`∈Ωc D
`
1
, D
`
0
max`∈Ωc D
`
0
}
.
Next, by drawing on the Wald’s approximation [2], i.e., LT? ≈ −A given D?T? = 0 or LT? ≈ B given
D?T? = 1, we obtain
E0 (LT?) = αE0 (LT? |D?T? = 1) + (1− α)E0 (LT? |D?T? = 0)
= αB − (1− α)A, (75)
E1 (LT?) = (1− β)E1 (LT? |D?T? = 1) + βE1 (LT? |D?T? = 0)
= (1− β)B − βA. (76)
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Moreover, invoking the change of measure technique and the Wald’s approximation, we have
α = E0
(
1{D?T?=1}
)
= E1
(
1{D?T?=1}e
−LT?
)
≈ e−B (1− β) , (77)
β = E1
(
1{D?T?=0}
)
= E0
(
1{D?T?=0}e
LT?
)
≈ e−A (1− α) , (78)
which lead to
B ≈ log 1− β
α
, A ≈ log 1− α
β
. (79)
Substituting (79) into (75)-(76) gives E0(LT?) ≈ −D(α||1− β) and E1(LT?) ≈ D(1− β||α).
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